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Can You make profit digital finance? And how! This book looks at digital economic instruments
like cryptocurrency (bitcoin) digital securities like shares, bonds, options agreements, and

cryptography. Traces the history of cryptocurrency from cipherpunks through bitcoin to wikileaks
while exposing the law and economics of digital finance. It explains the legal rules of US banking

and capital markets law therefore digital start-ups can confidently get into banking, financial
providers, and capital markets without fear of losing investments or investors.
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Book has little to do with Digital Finance Law I purchased this reserve looking for text materials
for a blockchain and cryptocurrency regulation class I am putting together for a legislation
school. Curiously, the promised dialogue of Digital Finance Legislation is compressed into
approximately 10-12 page survey of areas to watch for regulation in, with little insight into the
current styles or actual rules being promulgated. The 1st third of the book is organized (badly) as
a rebuttal work to several papers by Orlin Grabbe (who wrote extensively on digital currency in
the 1990s) and offers little analytical insight in to the current regulatory landscape.Waste of
Money The little analysis within this work is incoherent and inconsistent, providing little insight
into anything apart from the author's own hubris. Rather than finding the serious conversation
and analysis the name promised, I was instead treated to 141 pages of the author's screeds
about the risks of marxist, anti-semitic and libertarian fantasies about cryptocurrency generally,
the monopoly power of the Condition to print cash, and conspiracy theories about who Satoshi
was (using stylometrics, a pseudo technology of which the writer cannot lay the best claim to
being an expert in, and no helping data within the written text to aid his expert opinion).
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